The Pledge of Allegiance

I (ASL)/ me
Index finger (with other fingers closed) points to self at center of chest.

I (Signed English)
Same as ASL except hand shape is the letter "I".

Pledge/ promise
Non-dominant "S" hand (palm to side); dominant index finger to lips (fingertip up) and then moves to open hand (fingers together) on top of other "S" hand (image = seal a promise).

Allegiance
(Sign "support") two "S" hands (dominant one on bottom), bottom "S" pushes top "S" slightly.

Flag
Dominant hand's elbow rests on back of other hand; drop dominant hand at wrist and wave hand back and forth (image = flag waving on flagpole).

United States
Make a small circle with a "U" in front of you and then change it to an "S" and circle.

America
Two "S" hands (fingers interlocked) circle in front of you from right to left.

Republic
(Sign "country") "Y" hand rubs in a circular motion on opposite elbow.

Stands
(Sign "represents") index finger touches open palm of other hand and both hands move forward.

One
Index finger points up (palm out, rest of hand is in a fist).
The Pledge of Allegiance

**Nation**
Non-dominant "S" hand (palm down): dominant "N" hand makes a small circle over the back of the "S" hand and then touches it.

**Under**
Non-dominant hand (palm down): dominant "A" hand (thumb extended) passes under other hand's palm.

**God**
"B" hand (tips pointing out) arcs up and back down with tips pointing up.

**Indivisible**
(Sign "united") interlock thumbs and index fingers of two "F" hands, circle in front of you, counterclockwise.

**Liberty**
Two "L" hands cross in front of you (palms in), uncross and turn outward to palms out.

**Justice**
Two "F" hands (palms facing each other) alternate going up and down in front of you (image = scales of justice).

**All**
Two flat hands, palms facing each other, one over the other; top hand circles out and around, landing on bottom hand with palm up.